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How to Use This Resource
Bricks

Introducing Bricks and Splinters™

Bricks are something entirely new to our
products. Bricks are "kits" for specific rooms
and/or encounters that can be dropped into your
dungeons as you plan them. With slight
modification they can be tied to specific themes
and accommodate a variety of dungeon settings.
Our Bricks contain that “extra something” so that
the GM can build suspense about what lies ahead
or describe certain combat details at key points in
the game.

Like Shards and Bits™, the Bricks and the
Splinters that you find in this book should be
considered the small pieces that can help your
adventure come alive. Many of us played with
blocks when we were young. Very carefully and
creatively we took the blocks from a scattered
pile and built them into a fascinating creation.
Today as game masters we build adventure for
our players and we here at Tabletop Adventures
bring Harried Gamemasters everywhere building
materials for those adventures.

The Bricks are meant to be revealed slowly, over
time. Each contains descriptions that lead up to
the room, as well as the physical description of
the room itself. These descriptions may just be
descriptions that start with the door leading into
the room or they may be sights or sounds that
foreshadow what they will find in the room.
Setting details, special considerations and
treasure, all with meaty descriptions, help put
flesh on the bones of any adventure you are
planning. Those featuring encounters contain
monsters and details of the encounter. The
monsters come complete with stats and other
descriptive information sufficient to create a
great Dungeon romp.

Dungeons vs. Dungeons II
Bits of Darkness™: Dungeons contained more
than a hundred descriptions, with a hundred of
them numbered on cards, to be randomly selected
or rolled for to generate a dash of description. In
contrast, most of the material here in Bits of
Darkness™: Dungeons II is meant to be placed in
the dungeon with some prior forethought.
Dungeons II, builds on the great short
descriptions found in Bits of Darkness™:
Dungeons.

How do Bricks and Splinters, Shards
and Bits™ relate, anyway?

Throughout the Bricks you will find room
descriptions for the GM to read aloud to the
players, detailed information for the GM about
the location, particular idiosyncrasies of the
monsters, tactics the monsters would use in
combat, and any weapons that the monster might
employ; all of these serve to make any Dungeon
you create memorable!

While there are a lot of products that have
crunchy bits, we give you flavorful descriptions
to go with the crunch. We call those building
materials Splinters, Bits, Shards, and Bricks.
Splinters are tiny slivers of description that you
can toss in anywhere to enhance the flavor of the
environment of your adventure setting. Bits, like
Splinters, are slightly larger pieces of description
that you can toss into the "in-between-times" that
crop up between encounters. Both Splinters and
Bits are generally selected randomly and should
fit anywhere in your adventure. Shards are longer
and more elaborate, meant to be selected
purposefully, rather than added randomly. They
may describe a certain area or specific thing, or
particular facets that do not fit well in a random
table such as times or locations.

Splinters of the Senses™
The new Splinters feature is handy for spicing up
even the dreariest of rooms. This group of “oneliners” conveniently help you add sights, sounds
and smells to existing room descriptions to
tantalize your players’ senses. As with our
previous products in the Bits of Darkness™
series, the Splinters have been numbered so that a
GM can roll percentile dice to randomly generate
a dash of description for an adventure.
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Prelude:
Down a wide set of steps
covered with a dingy,
rotting carpet that was once
perhaps a deep purple in
color, you come to a set of
double doors overlaid with a
plating
of
hammered
bronze. Burnt-out torches
sit in sconces on either side
of
the
doorway.
An
articulately carved ivory
panel is embedded in the
center
of
each
door,
depicting the exploits of
some powerful personage.
[The doors are sealed with a
Glyph of Warding (Blast,
Fire): CR 4; spell; spell
trigger; no reset; spell effect
(glyph of warding [blast], 5thlevel cleric, 2d8 fire, DC 14
Reflex save half damage);
multiple targets (all targets
within 5 ft.); Search DC 28;
Disable Device DC 28. It will
be set off when the first
character attempts to open the
doors unless the longforgotten deity’s name is
spoken (Knowledge/Religion
check DC 35 to determine).]

Physical Description:

19 The Altar Room; CR 16
Overview:
Once a chamber for the ritual worship of a longforgotten, and obviously evil deity, the room remains
as it was when benevolent forces raided the temple
long ago. The GM should determine what being or
creature is being worshipped here. Trap: Glyph of
Warding spell on the door; Encounter: Stone Golem
protecting the altar.

[If they make it through the
doorway:] You step through
the doorway onto a landing
atop another set of wide
stone steps. The carpet here
is of an intensely deep
purple hue, and it runs down the steps and
continues to the far end of an immense chamber.
The vaulted ceiling rises high above you,
supported by a row of columns on either side of
the room. Each is embossed with various images
similar to those found on the doors behind you.
Lining the walls behind the columns hang ancient
tapestries bearing grisly images of unspeakable
acts of violence. [They are very delicate and will fall
to pieces if disturbed.]
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